The **FIRST** method consists of two letters imprinted onto the Air Spring bellows. The first letter designates the YEAR in which the Air Spring was produced, the 2nd letter designates the MONTH the Air Spring was produced.

**Example:**  PF = > 2000 - JUNE

The **SECOND** method consists of a circular imprint molded on the Air Spring bellows, in place of two letters, there is only one letter in the center of the circular "Clock" indicating the "YEAR" that it was produced. On the outside of the circular imprint are a series of 12 segments that will have a "DOT" that states the specific month that the Air Spring was produced, (from 1 through 12).

The **NEWEST** and **current** method consists of circular configuration imprint onto the Air Spring bellows. In the center of the circular design is an arrow and on either side of the arrow there is a number, indicating the year. Around the perimeter of the circular configuration are numbers from 1 through 12, indicating the month the Air Spring was produced.

**Example:** => DECEMBER 2002